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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Learn how to move from MEP Design intend Model to Detailed Model
Learn how to take benefits from a detailed model on the Construction Site
Learn possible Collaboration workflows that takes places between MEP Construction
industry actors
Understand the key role BIM 360 Docs could play in these workflows

Description
BIM Workflows involving Revit, MEP Fabrication Solutions, cloud based coordination and overall
BIM 360 Docs to secure a high level of collaboration: This is what this class is all about. In this
class, we will present you a seamless workflow from the Design intend model to detailed modeling
and construction documents; We intend to highlight how all MEP Construction actors could
leverage BIM information and efficiently collaborate all along the project to build better. MEP
Engineers, Contractors, Detailers, Fabricators, all of them will contribute to this BIM Workflow by
using, each of them, dedicated products, they will share data, review, annotate, comment,
download, modify, update... so collaborate on the project thanks to BIM 360 Docs
Your AU experts
Based in Autodesk, Inc.’s, Paris office in France, Julien Drouet is senior technical specialist in the
EMEA (Europe, the Middle East, and Africa) Architecture, Engineering, and Construction (AEC)
Team, focused on the construction and MEP (mechanical, electrical, and plumbing) portfolio.
Julien is an electrical engineer with 20 years’ experience in the building, engineering, and
construction industry. He has been involved in Autodesk’s MEP product adoption for 10 years, and
he’s been in charge of the MEP Fabrication Solutions since Autodesk’s first MEP fabrication
product release.
Alexandre Mihalache is part of the European AEC technical specialists team. He is based in Paris
(France) and has a structural engineering background. Over the last years, he has been covering
structural analysis for both pre and post sales operations and is now focused on collaboration and
data management for the AEC sector, as well as Plant design. He helps spreading the Autodesk
BIM vision for both Autodesk partners and customers helping them with their BIM collaboration
workflows.
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Cyrille Fauvel got his first computer when he was 12 years old, and as he had no money left to
buy software, he started writing code in assembly code. A few years later, he wrote code in Basic,
Pascal, C, C++, and so on, and he’s still doing that. He’s been with Autodesk, Inc., since 1993,
joining the company to work on AutoCAD software originally. He’s passionate about technology
and computers. At Autodesk he’s worked in various roles, from the design side to manufacturing
and finally to games and films. He is now an evangelist for the Forge API (application programming
interface) and web services, and he has a desire to deliver the most effective creative solutions to
partners using these APIs and web services.
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At Autodesk we are investing a lot of energy and resources to develop our integrated cloud
solutions because we believe that this is the best way to involve all stakeholders in consistent BIM
workflows.
BIM 360 Docs is a construction document management cloud service. Users can access the
service via web browsers or dedicated mobile apps (iOS and Android).
This service is part of a larger environment (CDE aka Common Data Environment) of services and
connectors built on our cloud development platform called Forge. This CDE also connects desktop
software such as Revit to cloud services to improve construction projects workflows.
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1. TENDER & PRECONSTRUCTION
Tender
For this session, we are going to consider an example of a traditional Construction project (DesignBid-Build):

We considered the Design-Bid-Build contract as the most complex contract type, compared to
Design-Build or Integrated Project Delivery (IPD), where General Contractor, Architects and
Engineers are involved earlier in the project and collaboration is easier to set up.
The workflow we present could easily be adapted and applied to any other type of construction
contract (Design-Build or IPD).
In this class we will focus on two of these phases, the Tendering Bidding Phase (we will call it
Tender) and the Construction Phase:

The construction document management system (BIM 360 Docs) was implemented at the end of
the Design Phase (even if it could have been implemented earlier in the project).
In the first part of the presentation we will point at the advantages of using such a system for
bidding, selection of the General Contractor and the Preconstruction Phase, compared to a classic
and more analogic process.

1.1.1.

Design validation

The models and documents we used for this presentation are part of the "GreenOValley" project.
The Owner, Schneider Electric is an Autodesk customer, they kindly provided their data so we
could illustrate our workflow.
The project is composed of two office buildings located in Grenoble (France). We considered one
of these two buildings, which is called "T-Pole". The next screenshot shows a few details (cost,
contract type, dates) in the BIM 360 Docs project profile.
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Six different disciplines design Revit models were provided, they represent the starting point of our
workflow (see the architecture and HVAC models on the screenshots below):

The design was conducted by Artelia, an engineering company and Autodesk customer in France.
This is where we start our workflow example, at the very end of the design phase. We would like to
illustrate the collaboration between the Owner and the Design Team, looking to fine tune the
project to make it ready for tender.
The next table compares a classic workflow VS a BIM 360 Docs workflow.
Classic workflow

BIM 360 Docs workflow

The Design Team shares 2D drawings and The Design Team provides the BIM models and
documents (paper, email, FTP, cloud system or the eventual attached / embedded / linked
any other document sharing platform) with the documents to the Owner
Owner
It usually represents hundreds
intelligent and unlinked files

of

non-

Need of desktop software or viewers

The data is provided on one system where
Owner and Design Team can view it in context,
Tedious review process using multiple
discuss and revise it
documents, with high risk of using not up to
date information, errors and endless email The system identifies contact persons, due
threads
dates, linked document and keeps track of
discussions and changes in a BIM mode
First let's introduce the BIM 360 Docs platform before presenting the validation workflow.
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The next image shows the two different workspaces (Plans and Project Files) available in BIM 360
Docs and describes their purpose.

Depending on which workspace is considered, an intelligent viewer can be used to interact with
documents, 3D models and drawings. The viewer supported file formats are:
Plans workspace:
•
•
•
•
•

PDF
RVT
DWG
DWF(x)
IFC

Project Files workspace:

The Administrator can define companies and / or roles and invites users to the BIM 360 Docs
platform. To do so he / she uses the Account Admin section:
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An overview of the project is also available to Admins:

This type of information is also available at a project level for Administrators, so they can manage
the project setup (members, companies, etc...):
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Invitations to a specific project can then be sent from the Project Admin area:
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Once invited to the project, the stakeholders are given permissions to access specific folders they
need to interact with. These permissions can be assigned to a user, a role or a company.
Now we are a bit more familiar with the platform, let's describe the review workflow for tender
documents.
The Project Files (WIP) workspace was prepared for this review phase (folder structure, invitations
and permissions assigned):
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New attributes (Revision and Approved) were added to the workspace by an Admin:

The workflow steps are described below:
•

•

Design Team provides Revit models (folder 1 WIP Tender)
o

Revit model sheet selection is done in Revit and is by default manual

o

We used a Dynamo script to select sheets to be published to BIM 360 Docs

o

We shared the Dynamo script in the Class Material section of the AU internet site, in
case you would like to use it as is or modify it to suit your needs

o

BIM model is composed of HVAC model + other discipline linked files (all are uploaded
to BIM 360 Docs)

Owner reviews the BIM model in context (split view 3D and 2D sheet)
o

Issue opened to request a section to be added to one of the Revit sheets

•

Design Team responds, adds documentation, uploads modified data and revises the file

•

Owner reviews the new document, closes the Issue and approves it (data ready for tender)
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The workflow video (Design Validation slide) is available in our PowerPoint presentation (provided
in the Class Material section of the AU internet site).

1.1.2.

Tender documents and bid preparation

The next table compares a classic workflow VS a BIM 360 Docs workflow for this specific phase.
Classic workflow

BIM 360 Docs workflow

The Owner provides the bid documents (paper The Design Team provides BIM models and
or electronic format).
other tender documents to all General
Contractors on BIM 360 Docs.
We could imagine General Contractors could
also use the platform to provide tender data to
Sub-Contractors.
Companies often build their offer using 2D
drawings and documents only, which makes it
difficult to understand the project's context and
details. In this case budgeting a consistent offer
can be challenging.

One platform (one source of truth) is used for
in-context viewing of information and interacting
with it (RFI managed centrally). There is no
need to install design or review software or use
external sharing services.
Tender process (history) is tracked and all the
important information from previous phases
(design and tender) are transmitted to the next
phase (Construction).
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Once specific permissions are assigned for all bidders, the platform BIM 360 Docs allows them to
use the Request For Information (RFI) feature to interact with the Design Team using an organized
methodology.

The next screenshot shows an overview of our RFI workflow and the roles we assigned to all
involved stakeholders:
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The workflow steps are described on the following screenshot:

The General Contractor (GC) needs clarifications about dimensioning entry data from the Design
Team. GC will:
•

Open an RFI

•

Submit it to Design Team's Project Manager

•

Project Manager transmits it to Designer

•

Designer responds

•

Project Manager provides the answer to GC

The workflow video (RFI workflow slide) is available in our PowerPoint presentation (provided in
the Class Material section of the AU internet site).

Preconstruction – bidding and detailing
To respond to the tender GCs and their subcontractors can share their data and documents using
the assigned folder and subfolder structure they were provided, with specific access rights.
Design Team and Owner's view (they can see and access all GCs subfolders):
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GC1 (and eventually its Subs view) - only can work in a dedicated subfolder called "GC 1":

1.2.1.

Design to detailed model

For our workflow, we considered the HVAC Subcontractor (HVAC Sub) used the Revit models
provided by the Design Team (BIM 360 Docs) and ESTmep to build the tender response (cost
optimization).
Working with the MEP Design Team, the HVAC Sub will convert each Revit system into fabrication
services, split them into jobs and adjust / optimize the ductwork (as shown on the following screen
captures).
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As an example, we considered a specific system – named “CTA 11 Reprise”:
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1.2.2.

Export from Revit to ESTmep

The fabrication job converted in Revit is then exported to a .MAJ format.
Using ESTmep the HVAC Sub can have a good overview of the global job cost, but also of each
single item.
This helps building the global cost of the MEP project. The screenshot below illustrates quantities /
cost optimization using ESTmep:

We also illustrated the preconstruction detailing phase in a video we have added to the Power
Point presentation (Preconstruction detailing slide). This presentation is provided in the Class
Material section of the AU internet site.
Once the construction phase starts, the MEP contractor will optimize the fabrication model he
created during the bidding phase. The model will then become more accurate and detailed making
it ready for fabrication.
As a summary, we have illustrated how important BIM 360 Docs is for the tender phase, as it
brings:
•

A single source of truth for all stakeholders

•

Ease of access: owner doesn't need to install a design software to access data

•

Easy "in context" interactions / review processes
o

Linked BIM models and documents

o

Revit models carry 3D and drawing

2. OPTIMIZATION AND FABRICATION
Optimization
The first step of the detailing phase is optimization. The Revit to Fabrication conversion tool helps
saving a lot of time, it helps transforming our design model into a detailed model. Optimization
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work is then performed on the fabrication model (CAMduct), systems, elements, quantities and
prices are adjusted to make all elements ready for fabrication.

Our optimization for this single job helped us saving about 5% of the total job cost.

Documentation and fabrication
After the ductwork optimization, next step is fabrication.
For this single job, the fabricator will be able to create the NC file for the cutting machine with the
.MAJ export from Revit.
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BOMs and QR codes labels will also be created. We will use these labels to check consistency of
fabrication, delivery and will also help construction teams on site, providing useful information (see
chapter 4 of our presentation).
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Final construction document
All documents are uploaded in the dedicated folder of BIM 360 Docs:
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To illustrate this part of the workflow, we have included a video “Optimization and fabrication” in
our PowerPoint presentation in the Class Material section of the AU internet site.

3. COORDINATION
Once the ductwork has been optimized, next step is supports design. The MEP Sub can add
supports to the detailed models.
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Before items can be fabricated, GC and the HVAC sub need to conduct a coordination review on
the detailed models (supports have been included).
Navisworks is used for this review to determine clashes between ducts and hangers.
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Once clashes have been identified, GC / HVAC Sub use a specific feature of Navisworks called
“Switchback” to correct the fabrication Revit model. This allows identifying the Revit objects
impacted by the clashes in a specific and easy to use Revit view.

The Revit model is corrected and the coordination Navisworks model is updated:

Each review will help update the HVAC model. Those updates are provided on BIM 360 Docs, the
single source of truth for office and site teams.
Along with clash reviews, the site teams can interact with the BIM models, drawings and
documents on BIM 360 Docs, using markups and / or issues. Doing so, they are involved in the
coordination process, earlier in a proactive and more consistent way.
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Our PowerPoint presentation illustrates this coordination process (see Coordination video provided
in the Class Material section of the AU internet site).

4. ELEMENT TRACKING ON CONSTRUCTION SITE
The last part of this round trip will take us on site, where fabricated elements are delivered.
At this stage of the construction process, let’s have a look at what is available for construction
project stakeholders on BIM 360 Docs.
2D Drawings and 3D views with element numbering, labels with QR codes, detailed BOMs, all of it
is available to be used on the construction site on BIM 360 Docs mobile apps or web browser.
While preparing this session, we were wondering what is missing to get the most out of all this
data, which type of “product” could help a MEP contractor in his workflow on the construction site.
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What if he would have a tool to track each single job element status, to know immediately and
graphically where and how to install it?
To track delivery status and identify necessary construction information we imagined a workflow
based on a Forge development.
Forge is our platform of cloud APIs (Application Program Interface). It allows users to either create
new solutions or customize existing ones.

We imagined a Forge development application based on QR code scanning. On the construction
site, the Sub would scan an item label using a tablet. The application would display and highlight
the item on 2D drawings and 3D views. This way we could track items status (delivered, installed,
commissioned…) and provide the information back to the model for downstream use.
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